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Business organisations in the 21st century face formidable challenges of having to deal with volatile business environments, diverse market needs, ever growing competitiveness, and conscience. Business organisations that are agile, lean, and socially and environmentally sustainable are the ones that succeed and thrive in today’s times. A strong human capital in organisations can achieve these objectives by crafting sound business strategies and their skillful implementation. Organisations that focus their efforts on developing a dynamic, diverse, knowledgeable, and skillful human resource base can realise a sustainable competitive advantage.

We, at Suleman Dawood School of Business (SDSB), develop and groom human resource to meet the diverse needs of business organisations across geographies, cultures, and industries. SDSB provides a complete learning experience to both fresh and experienced individuals. The academic rigor of our students anchored in case method pedagogy and cutting edge curriculum exposes them to the global best practices of businesses and sensitise them to the local realities of emerging economies. Besides academic rigor, a high emphasis is laid onto practical training of our graduate students materialized through numerous industry field visits, internships, course projects and a mandatory management consulting assignment. A significant portion of our students’ learning is dedicated to developing softer skills such as entrepreneurship, leadership, teamwork and communication skills by their involvement in numerous graduate level social clubs and societies. We at SDSB are extra conscious of the transnational nature of today’s businesses and thus our students are provided international exposure through international exchange and international study initiatives. Our alumni continue to be living examples of the success and glory of SDSB’s tradition; some of them may also be serving at key roles within your organisation.

Our MBA and EMBA programmes provide a comprehensive human resource base in the region to search and source talent from. I am glad to share this guide with you that introduces you to our placement team and outlines strategies and channels to best secure quality human resource from SDSB. We encourage you to connect with our graduating classes and find recruitment fits across all management levels.

We look forward to working with you for another successful recruitment year.

Dr. Kamran Ali Chatha
Associate Dean Academic Programmes
Associate Professor of Operations Management
Suleman Dawood School of Business
Lahore University of Management Sciences
Dear Recruiter,

It is my pleasure to share with you the 2015-2016 MBA Recruiters’ Guide. We hope that you will find this information useful as you explore the various opportunities to engage our students, and that you will use this as a starting point and frequent guide for recruiting LUMS MBA talent.

Please call upon our talented team of recruitment executives, each of whom has a portfolio of industry responsibilities and work closely with both recruiters and students pursuing opportunities within their industries. The team can assist you in planning on-campus recruiting, interviews, and other related activities.

We value your input and feedback on the development and improvement of programmes designed to facilitate your recruiting efforts at LUMS. I encourage you to reach out to us with any suggestions or comments throughout the year. We look forward to working with you for the next recruiting season.

AYESHA ZAFAR ALI
Head of Department
Sukman Dawood School of Business
Lahore University of Management Sciences
ayesha.ali@lums.edu.pk
042 35608000

JAWAD KHAN
Assistant Manager / Unit Head
jawad.khan@lums.edu.pk
Industry Focus: International Markets
042 35608484 Ext. 8484

YAWAR ABBAS BOKHAREE
Senior Corporate Relations Executive
yawar.bokharee@lums.edu.pk
Professional Development & MBA Internships
042 35608485 Ext. 8485

KAMRAN BUTT
Corporate Relations Executive
kamran.butt@lums.edu.pk
Industry Focus: Telecommunications, Technology (IT/Engineering), Financial Institutions, Consultancy, Pharmaceutical, Govt/Public Sector, Development, Automotive, General Building Materials, Diversified Machinery
042 35608000 Ext. 8599

ZEESHAH SARWAR
Corporate Relations Executive
zeeshaah.sarwar@lums.edu.pk
Industry Focus: Groups/Conglomerates, FMCG, Energy, Textiles, Retail, Agriculture, Media, Services
042 35608000 Ext. 8410

I am pleased to introduce the MPO Team below.
WHY RECRUIT AT SDSB?

The SDSB’s environment provides a complete learning experience that develops young professionals with a knowledge base, management expertise and leadership calibre second to none. If you seek an opportunity of a lifetime that gives you a global exposure within a local context, it is only natural to partner with SDSB.

A RANGE OF RECRUITING METHODS TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

The MBA Placement Office is committed to finding a recruitment strategy best tailored to your specific requirements. Both formal and informal platforms facilitate you with an ideal combination to tap and access the best talent to meet your hiring objectives all year round. Our flexible recruiting methods range from on-campus activities to our website, networking days, externships, industry panel sessions and so on.

A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

Our MBA Programme attracts the best – and makes them even better. Our reputation brings the best minds to LUMS SDSB. Nurtured by a world class faculty and further groomed and prepared by a globally expansive alumni network, they experience an intensive two year programme that enhances their business insights, organisational skills and entrepreneurialism. These competitive individuals then leave LUMS to pioneer constructive change and impact local and global businesses wherever they go.
THE PEOPLE

MBA 2016 Profile

Gender
Male: 87%
Female: 13%

Academic Background:
- Economics: 17%
- Engineering: 37%
- Medicine: 3%
- Arts: 7%
- Commerce/Business: 60%
- Computer Science: 1%

Average Age: 28
Average Experience: 2.16 Years

OUR STUDENT

EXECUTIVE MBA 2016 & 2017 Profile

Gender
Male: 91%
Female: 9%

Academic Background:
- Economics: 9%
- Engineering: 36%
- Medicine: 5%
- Arts: 5%
- Commerce/Business: 23%
- Computer Science: 23%

Gender
Male: 83%
Female: 17%

Academic Background:
- Economics: 3%
- Engineering: 47%
- Medicine: 33%
- Arts: 7%
- Commerce/Business: 37%
- Computer Science: 3%
OUR FACULTY

LUMS faculty is a rich conglomerate of the finest PhDs from around the world, Stanford, McGill, Oxford, Cambridge and the likes. Students are taught by award winners, ground-breaking researchers, corporate board members, highly sought-after consultants and authors of highly acclaimed books. The Business School Faculty alone comprises 37 PhD holders from Stanford, Cambridge, McGill, Oxford, Essex, University of Texas, University of Manchester and the likes.
OUR ALUMNI

Our SDSS Alumni need no introduction. They continue to be living examples of business genius and academic excellence of their Alma Mater.

Our alumni have been the pioneers of change wherever they have served; particularly the local environment where they have created new businesses and have been the harbingers of innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship.

On the global front, they have been equally effective in driving critical decisions, leading systems and processes and enhancing quality and output.
OUR RECRUITING PARTNERS

We work with local and global recruiting partners for quality graduate recruitment. Our partnerships reflect our placement diversity and show the wide range of organisations and industries that recruit at SDSB.
HOW TO RECRUIT AT SDSB?

INTRODUCTION

The MBA Placement Office (MPO) was formed in 2009 within SDSB. It aims at exclusively facilitating MBA and EMBA graduates in their career aspirations while preparing them well for the same. It has a well-developed feedback mechanism from all stakeholders in order to consistently evolve and develop into a state-of-the-art placement/career office for its clients.

MPO follows a sector based approach for recruitment. Each sector specialist represents one or more sectors where they work closely with recruiters and our graduates for relevant opportunities and best career fits. Each specialist is committed to facilitating their recruiting partners to meet their recruiting objectives most efficiently and precisely.

In line with its mission, MPO facilitates through the following channels:

- Sector-wise MBA Networking Nights
- MPO Website: it offers customised services to each kind of client in their individual recruitment needs, students, recruiters and alumni. The current website is being revamped to offer even much more to its users
- MBA Recruiter’s Guide: a comprehensive guide for recruiters and alumni on the options available to recruit MBA & EMBA, including other linkages with students and SDSB

- Profile Interviews: interviews with first year MBAs to profile them on their strengths and weaknesses. MPO works with students on the letter throughout their two years to strengthen them and enhance their personal branding for recruiters
- Mock Interviews: interviews by alumni for first and final year MBAs to hone their interviewing skills and prepare them well for diverse interview environments
- Career Development Workshops: a series of workshops conducted by MPO targeting key soft skills such as Resume Writing, Interview Skills, Networking Skills & Negotiation Skills etc.
- MPO Newsletter (weekly/fortnightly editions): an exciting edition that shares placement updates, information/career articles, alumni perspectives and event updates with students and faculty with in SDSB

MPO’s peak recruitment/internship cycle extends from January to June every year. During this period, MPO offers extensive support to its recruiting partners through their recruitment process, both on- and/or off-campus. However, MPO’s dedicated team of specialists are available round the year to assist clients with all their hiring targets.

MPO RECRUITMENT SUPPORT

The MBA Placement Office provides round the clock support to its recruiting partners in identifying ideal candidates for their organisation through the following recruiting strategies:

MPO PLACEMENT OFFICE WEBSITE

MPO has a dedicated website that offers an automated solution to students, recruiters and alumni to meet their recruitment/internship needs in no time.

The current website supports two user corners that are tailored accordingly for its users; Student corner and Recruiter corner. The former allows our graduates to create and upload their profiles and resumes, share their career preferences with MPO, search for and apply against suitable opportunities, remain abreast of all related events and so on. Recruiters, on the other hand, use the same platform to view and access student profiles and resumes, advertise jobs and gather pertinent resume pools against each, remain informed and partake in events that build their brand and presence amongst target students and so on.

If you are interested in hiring LUMS MBA/EMBA graduates, you must register with our website through your Recruiter account. If you don’t have one yet, we welcome you to register your company on http://connect.lums.edu.pk
CORPORATE PRESENTATIONS

On-campus presentations are an effective platform where recruiters require an exclusive, personalized interaction with our graduates to introduce and brand their organization.

We invite you to visit our campus, network with our graduates, guide them about potential opportunities and recruit the best talent available. Our sector specialists will work with you to determine the best dates for your on-campus presence, given your exact requirements, target audience and detailed agenda.

ALL DAY RECRUITMENT

MPO also facilitates all-day recruitment for its recruiting partners. Where time becomes a crucial constraint and several recruitment stages need to be aligned accordingly, this mode offers the best solution.

All day recruitment may typically involve a corporate presentation, test, interviews, group discussions, etc. all condensed within a single day or 1-2 days in succession.

Recruiters must intimate us well in advance of the target dates if they decide for all day recruitment with MPO.

INTERVIEWS / TESTS / GROUP DISCUSSIONS / ASSESSMENT CENTRES

MPO also facilitates its recruiting partners through every individual recruitment and internships stage, tests, interviews, group discussions, assessment centres and so on, both on- and off-campus.

In case of the latter, additional support may be extended, if needed, through the physical presence of one or more MPO team members at the specific off-campus site.

VIDEO CONFERENCE / VIRTUAL MEETINGS

MPO offers video conferencing/Skype facilities to assist recruiting partners where distances impose logistical constraints. An increasing number of local and global recruiters are now employing these strategies and if you are interested in conducting virtual meetings/video conferences, you are welcome to connect with an MPO sector specialist.
MPO CAREER SESSIONS/PANEL DISCUSSIONS

MPO supports a series of sector-wise allumni panel discussions and individual career sessions for active student-corporate linkages. Such discussions help our graduates better understand current market dynamics, both industry and functions, and identify/recruit expectations for hiring and success in their desired areas.

Further connection avenues are provided through the External Relations Leadership Lecture Series. These provide an excellent forum for the most senior executives from the public and private sectors to address pertinent leadership issues and share their insights with SDSS students.

The External Relations Office also looks after the MBA Clubs and Societies apart from International Linkages. The executive clubs and societies provide a platform for our students to enrich their equally important non-academic skills and connect with the corporate fraternity and the market at large.

Collaborating with a student club is an excellent opportunity for you to meet a targeted group of students focusing on one function or more, as these clubs play an integral role in building awareness of the opportunities at your firm. On-campus activities organized by student clubs include distinguished speaker series, competitions, symposiums, seminars, colloquia, workshops and roundtables. Last year, LUMS MBA students organized around 10 club mega-events while bringing in sponsorships from organizations from various sectors in Pakistan. Hosting a club event at your organization is also a great way to meet students with an interest in your organization.

Below are SDSS exclusive clubs and societies:

1. LUMS Marketing Executive Club
   a. LUMS Marketing Colloquium (Signature event)
2. LUMS HR Executive Club
   a. LUMS HR Confluence (Signature event)
3. LUMS Global Management Executive Club
   a. LUMS Synergies (Signature event)
4. LUMS MBA Entrepreneurship Executive Club
   a. TEDxLUMS (Signature event)
5. LUMS Finance Executive Club
6. LUMS Supply Chain Management Executive Club
7. LUMS Toastmasters Executive Club
8. MBA Leadership Society
9. LUMS MBA Sports Society
   a. Dangal (Signature event)
11. LUMS Consulting Club
12. LUMS MBA Music Society
   a. LUMS Loud & Proud (Signature event)

For more information and guidance to either attend, participate and/or sponsor one or more of them, please contact:
Ms. Quratulain Babur
Assistant Manager
SDSS External Relations Office
Direct: 042-35668974
Email: quratulainb@lums.edu.pk

MBA NETWORKING NIGHTS

This unique channel for MBA/EMBA recruitment has been in practice since 2010 and continues to attract and assist recruiters and graduates alike.

The MPO-hosted MBA Networking Nights provide an interactive platform between recruiters and students for a candid discussion and informal evaluation. It facilitates senior management and MBA/EMBA graduates to communicate amidst a semi-formal ambiance and determine a possible, mutual career fit. Such a candid dialogue brings out the best across both sides, helping promote better and longer-lasting recruiting relationships.

The Networking Nights are sector based to promote better synergies and a more customized interaction between students and recruiters within each sector. The Nights are conducted between February/March every year.

MBA EXTERNSHIPS

MBA Externships provide students with an experiential opportunity to visit an organisation. Each year, various organisations invite students to their offices. These Externships offer unique insights into their day-to-day operations, people and culture. Externships can also enable more interactions with senior leaders and alumni within the organisation.

Popular times for Externships lie during the semester break every year i.e. December end-January end.

INTERNATIONAL HIRING

Our alumni serve as effective ambassadors for international hiring. MPO works closely with overseas alumni to tap international organisations and identify appropriate opportunities for our MBA/EMBA graduates.
MBA RECRUITMENT SUMMARY 2013-2015

JOB PLACEMENT BY SECTORS

Percentage in 2015
- 19% Education
- 19% Chemicals
- 19% Consultancy
- 15% Energy / Oil / Gas
- 15% Technology / Engineering
- 13% Telecommunication
- 10% FMCG
- 8% Others

Percentage in 2014
- 18% Education
- 18% Chemicals
- 18% Consultancy
- 15% Energy / Oil / Gas
- 15% Technology / Engineering
- 13% Telecommunication
- 10% FMCG
- 8% Others

Percentage in 2013
- 17% Education
- 17% Chemicals
- 17% Consultancy
- 15% Energy / Oil / Gas
- 15% Technology / Engineering
- 13% Telecommunication
- 10% FMCG
- 8% Others

JOB PLACEMENT BY FUNCTIONS

Percentage in 2015
- 43% Marketing / Sales
- 03% Business Development
- 14% Finance & Corporate Banking
- 03% Supply Chain
- 04% General Management / Operations
- 03% Human Resources
- 04% Business Intelligence / Business Analysis
- 06% Research & Development
- 02% Rotation
- 03% Consultancy
- 13% Others (Project Management, Strategy, Faculty / Farm / Business, Entrepreneurship)

Percentage in 2014
- 41% Marketing / Sales
- 06% Business Development
- 14% Finance & Corporate Banking
- 03% Supply Chain
- 03% General Management / Operations
- 05% Human Resources
- 04% Business Intelligence / Business Analysis
- 06% Research & Development
- 02% Rotation
- 03% Consultancy
- 13% Others (Project Management, Strategy, Faculty / Farm / Business, Entrepreneurship)

Percentage in 2013
- 45% Marketing / Sales
- 11% Business Development
- 08% Finance & Corporate Banking
- 11% Supply Chain
- 08% General Management / Operations
- 03% Human Resources
- 02% Business Intelligence / Business Analysis
- 04% Research & Development
- 02% Rotation
- 03% Consultancy
- 05% Others (Project Management, Strategy, Faculty / Farm / Business, Entrepreneurship)